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Publishable Summary
This deliverable, the final of two reports (the first delivered on M18 cf. [3]), describes and summarizes
progress until M26, on specifying and optimizing how registered Text and Data Mining (TDM)
components will run and scale on a cloud environment. Provided that the TDM components of
OpenMinTeD (OMTD) are required to run in parallel and within distributed cloud environments, effort
on WP6 has focused on exploring, experimenting, assessing and implementing the following:

Public

•

Deployment of OMTD workflow engine and TDM components (tools & services) that
constitute the workflow, on cloud infrastructures,

•

Addressing scaling requirements, i.e. data size, parallel users, performance, etc.

•

Accounting and monitoring services to provide usage statistics on the cloud infrastructure
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1. Introduction
OpenMinTeD (OMTD) aspires to create an infrastructure that fosters and facilitates the use of text and
data mining technologies in the scientific publications world and beyond, by both application domain
users and text-mining experts.
The WP6 activity has a set goal to handle the design and development of the OpenMinTeD platform
services. In specific, it aims to (a) define the conceptual architecture and design specification of the
platform and (b) design and implement the set of services that the platform consists of. The OpenMinTeD
platform follows a distributed and modular approach to its architecture and the deployment of its core
services.
This deliverable, the final of two reports (the first delivered on M18 cf. [3]), describes and summarizes
progress until M26, on specifying and optimizing how registered Text and Data Mining (TDM)
components will run and scale on a cloud environment. Provided that the TDM components of OMTD
are required to run in parallel and within distributed cloud environments, effort on WP6 has focused on
exploring, experimenting, assessing and implementing the following:
•

Deployment of the OMTD workflow engine and TDM components (that constitute the
workflow), on cloud infrastructures,

•

Addressing scaling requirements, i.e. data size, parallel users, performance, etc.

•

Accounting and monitoring services to provide usage statistics on the cloud infrastructure

In our architecture (see section 2.4.1) we decided to use Galaxy1 as a workflow engine and workflow
editor. The Workflow-service module serves as the connecting layer between the Registry and Galaxy
which is responsible for the actual execution of workflows, i.e. chained TDM components. Final decision
over Galaxy was also influenced by existing and well documented Docker 2 integration work.
Containerization through Docker provides a method of defining and running TDM components (tools &
services) in a totally isolated, idempotent manner. The AAI middleware has also been implemented,
which allows for a multitude of ways for users to sign in and get authorized access to the platform.
Concerning scalability, we experimented with a plethora of open source solutions, mainly Docker-related
schedulers such as Docker Swarm, Apache Mesos and the container orchestration platform Apache
Marathon and Chronos. The final architecture that is being deployed consists of Chronos being the
scheduler and Mesos serving as the resource allocator.

1

https://galaxyproject.org/

2

https://www.docker.com/
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Finally, explorations on accounting and monitoring of cloud computing resources have resulted in
adoption and further configuration of three open-source suitable solutions in a stack: Cadvisor (data
recording and collection at the container level), Prometheus (aggregator) and Grafana (visualization).
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2. Deploying OMTD workflow services
Introduction

2.1

In this Section, we explore how OpenMinTeD services will be installed, configured and tuned to execute
dockerized workflows on Galaxy. After presenting the basic modules of the system, we define its
operation flow. We briefly describe the process of dockerizing TDM tools and services and we clarify the
interconnection between Galaxy, the Registry service and the Store service backend. In addition, the
mechanisms for accounting, monitoring and visualization are also presented.
We will use a few basic use cases as pivots to help clarify and describe how the system will operate from
the point of view of
•
•
•

an administrator,
a TDM component or workflow developer,
and a normal OpenMinTeD user.

Cloud computing resources to support the above activities are provided for the purposes of the project
by GRNET. More details about ~okeanos and its integration with Galaxy and container technologies
focusing on the Docker ecosystem are documented in D8.2 – “Infrastructure report” [1].
2.2

Use cases

The following use cases are sorted by complexity in terms of services interoperability; the first requires
the least operations and interconnections, the last involves most of the infrastructure and support
services of the OMTD system.
2.2.1 Accessing resources
The simplest use case can be described as a read-only access to results already available in the platform
(e.g., produced in a prior operation by the same or another user). It is useful from the point of view of
authentication, authorization, accounting and role management.
2.2.2 Running existing workflows
In this use case, we assume users are authenticated and authorized to use the system. They find an
already registered and installed workflow and run it on OMTD datasets, i.e. a set of publications. In other
words, they perform operations that yield results, but they cannot edit or configure the TDM tools or
workflows on the system.
2.2.3 Setting up TDM components and workflows
We assume users possess the authority and skills to add their own TDM components and / or create
their own workflows. They are interested not only on running them, but also on sharing tools and results
with selected colleagues or the community.

Public
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2.2.4 Customized cases
The system may allow using datasets stored on custom and external locations, storing and exporting
intermediate results and plugging additional functionalities on specific workflows. These operations are
treated as a special group of use cases.
2.3

System Overview

This section briefly describes the modules of the OMTD system concerning workflow execution and
administration in the cloud infrastructure. More details about the whole software stack are provided in
the following sections.
2.3.1 The Portal
The OMTD Portal acts as the UI entry point of the system, guiding users to authenticate and authorize
themselves. Authentication and Authorization is delegated to the AAI service (more information in
Section 2.7) and, if successful, the control returns to the Portal, updated with the actions permitted for
this particular user.
2.3.2 The Registry
The Registry service maintains a database of corpora (publication datasets) and TDM-related resources;
e.g. ML models, TDM components, workflows. The Registry is also connected to data sources of
publications (CORE, OpenAIRE aggregators) which can be used for building a corpus of publications that
meet specific criteria (e.g. year of publication, publication type, language); once built, the corpus is also
stored in the database. Registry also manages access control to related services (e.g., workflow editor),
and handles dataset storage and sharing issues. It features a UI to let users browse, find, select resources
for downloading and/or processing (e.g. corpora, publications), executing (e.g. components, workflows),
and creating new resources (e.g. publications from data sources to create corpora, components and
ancillary resources to create workflows). Most of these operations (e.g., access control, workflow
execution, data storage) are delegated to other modules in a transparent manner.
2.3.3 The Galaxy workflow engine
Galaxy is a tested, well-known workflow engine supported by a growing community. It is placed at the
heart of the OpenMinTeD system and is responsible for editing and running workflows of dockerized
TDM components on corpora stored on the OMTD Store service. There is one workflow Galaxy instance
for execution and one restricted only for workflow editing. The outputs of the latter Galaxy are imported
from the former one.

Public
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There are two implementations of the Store service, one that is based on the Pithos+ 3 storage backend
which will be used in the cloud deployment of OMTD, and one based on a local hard disk4 which will be
used in local installations of the OMTD platform. The Store service also accepts and stores the final result
data (e.g. annotations). Similarly, Galaxy can read from and store to several storage backends; Pithos+,
Amazon S3 or the local storage (e.g., a block storage device attached on the Galaxy VM). OMTD Users
are able to access Galaxy and watch the progress of their workflows, get informed if a workflow fails,
and register their own components through the Registry UI.
2.3.4 Scheduling and allocating resources
Each workflow consists of a series of individual TDM components, each of them, from the point of view
of the cloud infrastructure, must be executed on some virtual machine(s). The workflow engine will
delegate this operation to Chronos5 (the scheduler) which negotiates the allocation of cluster resources
with Mesos6 (the cluster manager). These tools can provision virtual machines on the cloud and run TDM
components using Docker containers. They feature load balancing, extensibility, scalability, adequate
monitoring and logging. Together they form a subsystem which serves as an intermediate layer between
Galaxy and the cloud infrastructure.
2.3.5 Accounting, monitoring and visualization
A number of virtual hosts (virtual machines), managed by Mesos, are used to perform the actual
execution of TDM components, which are isolated within Docker containers. These hosts are configured
as Mesos slaves, which allows the cluster to monitor their status. In order to monitor the consumption
of resources (i.e. CPU, RAM, storage space, bandwidth) of TDM components, we need to monitor the
respective containers. Cadvisor is specialized in monitoring containers, so a Cadvisor daemon or
container running on each host can extract resource consumption metadata at runtime.
The next step is to aggregate this data across the cluster. A different tool, Prometheus, can be used for
aggregation. For instance, in order to calculate the CPU usage of a TDM workflow, Prometheus has to
aggregate the results from the execution of the component instances belonging to the respective
workflow, which may or may not run on the same host.
A comprehensible visualization of the state of the workflow execution is accessible through Grafana, a
service that consumes aggregated results from Prometheus and constructs a variety of views with graphs
and other visualization tools. Prometheus also provides results through its HTTP API, using a

3

https://pithos.okeanos.grnet.gr

4

https://github.com/galanisd/omtd-store

5

https://mesos.github.io/chronos/

6

http://mesos.apache.org/
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Prometheus-specific query language. Data extracted from these queries provide the basis for
implementing the accounting service.
2.3.6 Storage backends
As already mentioned, in the context of OpenMinTeD, there are currently two implementation options
available for input corpora and output results: Galaxy-accessible block device (e.g., a volume attached
on the VM running Galaxy) and Pithos+ (cloud storage backend). Galaxy by default uses the former
filesystem, and in the case of space overrun, Pithos+ can be used as a storage extension. In addition, the
OMTD Store-service uses Pithos+ as a storage backend for storing datasets. Galaxy can also be configured
to make use of another cloud storage system (e.g. Amazon S3).
2.4

Architecture design and implementation

2.4.1 General overview
Figure 1 provides a general overview of the OpenMinTeD TDM workflow execution architecture. This
architecture offers the following capabilities to end-users and their applications: Workflow Execution,
Docker Image Management, Accounting & Monitoring and AAI.

Figure 1: General architectural overview
2.4.2 Workflow execution

Public
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This constitutes the core capability implemented by the architecture. It comprises the following services:
the OpenMinTeD Platform Registry, the Workflow Engine (Galaxy), the Backend scheduler and the pool
of Worker nodes (VMs). According to this schema, an end-user connects with the Registry following an
authentication process (described in more detail in Section 2.7) supported by the Identity Provider (IdP)
proxy. Through the Registry the user uploads corpora (zipped files) and builds corpora from existing
publications, registers TDM components/applications and submits workflows for execution. Workflow
execution is delegated through the Workflow-service7 to Galaxy which is the workflow engine of the
platform. A user has the option to connect with the Galaxy editing instance via the Registry in order to
graphically design workflows. Workflows are submitted for execution through the Scheduler stack that
lives on the cloud infrastructure. This stack is currently implemented using Chronos and Mesos. The
actual execution of a workflow’s individual steps (TDM components/applications packed as docker
images) is performed on a dynamic pool of VMs each hosting a docker engine service. Docker images to
be executed are fetched from the OpenMinTeD Docker Registry service. All data management actions
between the OMTD Registry and the cloud are intermediated through the Store Service. The Store
Service implements the cloud storage API and is responsible for staging data in and out of the cloud
storage before and at the end of workflow execution respectively.
2.4.3 Docker image management
A centralized Docker Registry is used to store images running on the OpenMinTeD platform (more details
on Section 2.6.3). Users register docker images through the central OpenMinTeD registry. Images are
checked off-line for integrity and are then pushed into the Docker Registry. From there they are
accessible from the worker VMs which, when needed, download them from the registry and execute
them locally.
2.4.4 Accounting and Monitoring
Accounting and Monitoring take place at two levels. The first level is the docker image level, where the
Container Monitoring & Accounting Service (CMA) is used to collect monitoring and accounting
information on each docker image execution. This information is pushed to the second level, Platformlevel Monitoring & Accounting Service (PMA), which is responsible (see Figure 1) for aggregating all the
accounting information related to a specific workflow run and relating them also to accounting
information for specific users. PMA interacts with the Workflow-service since the latter keeps record
regarding which workflows are submitted by which users.
2.4.5 Authentication and Authorization

7

The implementation of workflow-service is available here: https://github.com/openminted/omtd-workflow-service.
It is deployed as a set of REST services https://github.com/openminted/omtd-workflow-service-rest.
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An identity provider (IdP) proxy service is the central point of authentication in the OpenMinTeD
platform. The Registry and Galaxy are configured as service providers (SPs). Login actions from end users
are forwarded to the IdP Proxy and from there to the actual IdP where the user is registered. This can be
a university or a research institute that participates in the eduGAIN8 identity interfederation, or a social
network or other external authentication provider, such as Google, Facebook, LinkedIn, or ORCID.
2.4.6 Description of flow
2.4.6.1 Use case 1: Accessing resources
The user queries the registry for some datasets. Some datasets are available publicly, while others may
require authentication. In the latter case, the user is delegated to the IdP proxy before returned back to
the Registry, which allows the user to download them from the STORE-service (e.g. Pithos+).
2.4.6.2 Use case 2: Running existing workflows
After the authentication is complete (through delegation to the AAI mechanism), the control is returned
to the Registry. The user queries the registry for existing workflows. The Registry requests authorization
from the IdP proxy and checks the user’s quota by querying the Workflow-service API layer). In the same
way (queries to the workflow-service API) it can retrieve a list of the available workflows for this user.

The user selects a corpus and a workflow from the list that is available in the Registry and then presses
the run button (if he/she wishes to run the workflow on fresh input, the dataset uploading step should
be performed first). The request is delegated to the Workflow-service which uploads the input
corpus/dataset to Galaxy and invokes the requested workflow.
Galaxy is configured to store the uploaded input dataset to the shared file system (NFS); when uploading
is finished and the workflow is invoked Galaxy submits the respective TDM components of the workflow
sequentially to the Chronos scheduler. The latter negotiates the allocation of resources with the Mesos
master.
When Mesos is ready to provide the requested resources, it commands one of the cluster nodes to pull
the respective container image from the Docker Registry and run the respective container with the
parameters provided by Galaxy (through Chronos and Mesos), using the input data from the shared file
system (NFS).
In case of a successful execution the output data is saved to the shared file system (and the Registry
must be notified to create a metadata record for the output; the user must also be shown the metadata
record to add/edit information). Οtherwise, an error is raised, which is handled by Mesos, Galaxy and
Registry, in that order. When all TDM components have been successfully executed, Galaxy updates the

8
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status of the workflow. The workflow-service API gets execution status updates through polling the
Galaxy REST API.
Next, the accounting service queries Prometheus for the records of resource consumption related to the
specific workflow execution, which are used to update the user consumption and quota database it
maintains.
In the last step, control is returned to the Registry service, which informs the user for the successful
completion of the execution and provides a link to the stored results.
2.4.6.3 Use case 3: Setting up TDM components and workflows
The authentication and authorization processes are the same as in previous use cases. A user may
request to (a) register a new TDM tool and (b) construct or edit a workflow, if authorized so.
2.4.6.3.1 Register a new TDM tool
Case 1: A new TDM component is available as a Docker image: The user is guided by the Registry to
submit/register the image as well as the OMTD-SHARE descriptor and access rights, and waits for
approval according to the OMTD specified procedures.

If approved, the image is uploaded to the OMTD Docker registry. A TDM tool configuration XML file
(wrapper) is automatically generated and uploaded to Galaxy. As a result, Galaxy is now aware of the
new tool and is able to present it to the UI and invoke it (when needed).
Case 2: A new TDM component is not dockerized: This happens for example in the case of UIMA and
GATE components which are provided (only) via Maven Central or other repositories. In this scenario,
the TDM component provider uses the Registry UI to specify the coordinates of the Maven artifact; the
Registry then downloads the respective artifacts and automatically creates an appropriate OMTDcompliant Docker image9 and the Galaxy XML files. The image is pushed to OMTD docker Registry and
XML wrappers are uploaded to Galaxy as in Case 1.
2.4.6.3.2 Construct or update a workflow
The update and the construction of a new workflow are similar processes. Basically, after the AAI
procedures are completed, the user is redirected to the Galaxy workflow editor, where they can build a
new workflow or update an existing one.

2.5

Operation flow and component interconnection

In this subsection, we will describe how components interconnect, using the above use cases as guides
and examples.

9

Public
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The entry point for every user is the OMTD portal front-end. User authentication procedure happens
there, which is typically delegated to the AAI component. The latter can authenticate federated users
and respond back to the portal, providing useful authorization information as well.
The authorization process is handled by the Registry. A mutable user directory (e.g., an LDAP system)
should be maintained (either in the Registry or as a separate component), in order to restrict or provide
access to datasets, results and workflows. Based on this information, the Registry component can decide
if the users can upload datasets, run workflows or have access to already committed jobs.
In use case 3.2.1 (Accessing resources), the Registry must provide a searching mechanism. Each piece of
data (corpora, annotated corpora) is stored in the OMTD Store-service and has a public URL assigned to
it. All public URLs are preserved in the Registry database as well. The Registry service confirms whether
the user is authorized for this piece of data, before the corresponding public link is provided.
In use case 3.2.2 (Running existing workflows), the user searches for predefined workflows and attempts
to run them on corpora. Corpora are created/built from OpenAIRE/CORE directly within the OMTD
platform or uploaded by users. An authorization step follows and, if successful, the user can provide the
dataset in some form (e.g. an upload dialogue). The Registry uses the Pithos+ API to upload this dataset
to a Pithos+ path hidden from the user.
The Registry communicates with Galaxy through the Workflow-service and requests access to a Galaxy
account which owns the corresponding workflow. The Workflow-service fetches the user dataset from
the Store-service, and then using the Galaxy API requests Galaxy to execute the workflow. Galaxy then
delegates the execution of its first TDM tool (i.e. a Docker container) to Chronos/Mesos. The latter
decides on which virtual machine this container should run on, returning a handle to Galaxy. In the case
of two or more successive components, when the first is completed, Chronos/Mesos is called to run the
next one, and so on until the whole workflow is consumed. Galaxy can be configured to run components
in parallel as well. The results are pushed to the OMTD Store-service from the workflow-service and
finally control is returned to Registry.
A link to the results is revealed to the user, who can proceed to download and use them.
In use case 3.2.3 (Setting up TDM components and workflows), the users are provided with guidelines
on how to dockerize TDM components for OpenMinTeD10. This information will be publicly accessible,
so that users can compose their own OMTD-compliant components. When they decide to register them,
and after they pass through the authorization check, the Registry pushes their components to the private
OMTD Docker registry. Although the components are internally available through the Docker registry,
an auditing procedure (a human managed moderation step) may be required before the OMTD Registry
marks them as ready for the workflow engine.

10
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In order to create a workflow, the Registry communicates with Galaxy through the Galaxy API and
requests access to a Galaxy account, through which the user is redirected to the Galaxy UI. Now, TDM
components and ancillary resources (ML models, annotation resources etc.) can be selected, deleted,
edited and connected in Galaxy UI to create a workflow. Each TDM component corresponds to a Docker
image in the internal (private) Docker registry11. Information on the available components is maintained
in the Registry, which controls how it will be provided to Galaxy, typically with a structured file containing
a URL to the component. Since each TDM component is a Docker image, the URL is the image location,
so that Galaxy can pull it directly from the Docker registry.
2.6

Dockerizing TDM components

2.6.1 Introduction
TDM components are registered in the OMTD workflow ecosystem as Docker, since this solves various
interoperability issues (images (see also [1], D8.2 – “Infrastructure Operation Report“) that would
otherwise emerge as consequence of using different OS, programming languages, libraries,
dependencies, etc. under a single platform. Concerning interoperability at the TDM components level
using the OMTD-SHARE descriptor, more information can be found in [5], D5.6 – “Platform
Interoperability Guidelines”.
Docker is a collection of tools for isolating software subsystems by utilizing the container capabilities of
(primarily) the Linux kernel and other operating systems. Docker images and containers can be
developed and run on all popular Linux distributions, Mac OS X and Windows. More details and examples
can be found in the Docker documentation pages12.
A Docker image is a recipe for building isolated containers. It is built from a Dockerfile which is typically
located at the root of the code tree, maintained by the task developers and contains instructions to the
Docker engine e.g., what base Linux distribution should be used, software requirements and versions to
be installed, code repositories, compiling instructions, shell commands, networking settings,
environment variables etc. More information can be found in the official Dockerfile reference13.
Typically, developers execute “docker build” to build Docker images from a Dockerfile and release them
on an appropriate repository (registry). Docker Hub14 provides a free publicly available Docker repository
but since the respective software is open source, a similar repository can be setup internally (private
registry) to serve the needs of OpenMinTeD. It features archiving, version tags and searching.

11

One Docker image can contain more than one TDM components.

12

https://docs.docker.com/

13

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/

14

https://hub.docker.com/
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In order to use a Docker image, users execute the “docker run” command, which creates and runs an
instance of the Docker image inside the host node. These instances are called Docker containers and
can be started, stopped, snapshotted and updated. When a Docker container is started successfully, the
application is up and running. Multiple containers can be created and run simultaneously from the same
image, even on the same VM. Typically, a TDM component (e.g. a lemmatizer) wrapped as a Docker
image should contain instructions for starting and parameterizing a Docker container. In the case of
Galaxy, these instructions and parameters are described in a tool-specific configuration file (wrapper)15,
which is uploaded in the tools directory on the Galaxy server.
2.6.2 Dockerizing for OpenMinTeD
A workflow engine would spawn (“docker run”) a container with predefined options that ensure data
chaining between components. Since the output of a component is the input of its successor, the
workflow engine should be able to let each component container know where the input and the output
should be placed, using Docker volumes and, optionally, environment variables.
A Docker volume is a mapping between a location in the host file system and the container file system,
offering persistent storage. It can be seen as a way to bi-directionally exchange data between the
component and the workflow engine.
For instance, to execute component N in a succession of components (of a workflow), the workflow
engine may execute a command like the following; it mounts a host directory as a data volume for the
container using the “:” designator:
$ docker run \
-v /workflow/datasets/input-for-task-N:/container/input \
-v /workflow/datasets/input-for-task-N-plus-1:/container/output \
task-N-image:latest

When the task has completed its execution, the engine will proceed to the next component (N plus 1) in
the workflow:
$ docker run \
-v /workflow/datasets/input-for-task-N-plus-1:/container/input \
-v /workflow/datasets/input-for-task-N-plus-2:/container/output \
task-N-plus-1-image:latest

The examples above showcase how to run containers with volumes in the general case. In the case of
the OMTD stack the details may differ significantly. In most cases, a workflow manager is expected to
handle the input and output paths and feed this information to the execution engine. All parameters

15
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regarding the execution of the TDM component are automatically produced by the OMTD Registry. In
the case of Galaxy, the resultant configuration is an XML file with a starting point, and required
parameters (in the following example, pdf_files for the input and output for the output).
<tool id="DKPro_PDF2XMI" name="PDF2XMI" version="0.1">
<description>PDF2XMI example with DKPRo PdfReader</description>
<requirements>
<container type="docker">omtd-simple-workflows-docker</container>
</requirements>
<command>
mkdir tmp;
#for $file in $pdf_files
cp $file tmp/$file.element_identifier;
#end for
Linux_runDKPro.sh $id tmp $output.job_working_directory/working/out/
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="id" type="text" label="Workflow ID"/>
<param type="data" name="pdf_files" label="Input PDF files" format="pdf"
multiple="true" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<collection name="output" type="list" label="Produce XML files">
<discover_datasets pattern="__designation__" directory="out"
format="xml" visible="false" />
</collection>
</outputs>
</tool>

2.6.3 Docker Registry for OpenMinTeD
The installation and administration of a Docker Registry on the same infrastructure with the rest of
OMTD stack can provide secure and controlled access to Docker images. The submitted Docker images
should be audited and (manually) approved on a higher level (i.e., Registry) and finally pushed to the
Docker Registry service.
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Tuning the cluster to only “trusted” Docker images from specific sources is fairly simple. It requires
simple modifications on the docker engine on each node (or “Mesos slave”) so that it will automatically
search for images within the OMTD Docker registry.
Among the advantages of maintaining an in-house Docker registry for OMTD are access control in TDM
components, security, improved performance and simplification of the OMTD system maintenance.
Access control and security features emanate from auditing and post-approval of TDM tools / docker
images. The Docker Registry service will be accessible only by the OMTD services that need it (e.g.
Registry, Mesos slaves), thus isolating and safeguarding its content.
Performance of the cluster is also improved in two ways: (a) Mesos slaves (cluster nodes) will only pull
the images they need (as opposed to having all the images on all nodes) and (b) communication speed
significantly improves since the Docker Registry service will run on the same infrastructure as the rest of
the system.
Last but not least, maintenance of the system presents important gains from this approach: all TDM
components are kept in a single location, allowing the application of well-established backup and
maintenance practices. For instance, the Docker Registry service can benefit from the clusters
mechanism for keeping certain services permanently available i.e., with Chronos and Mesos.
2.7

Authentication and Authorization

The OMTD Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) comprises two components, namely
the IdP/SP Proxy and the User Registry; see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: OpenMinTeD AAI Architecture
IdP/SP Proxy: A multi-protocol proxy that interconnects Identity Providers (IdPs) residing outside of the
OMTD platform with Service Providers (SPs) internal to the platform. Specifically, the proxy acts as a
Service Provider towards the external Identity Providers and, at the same time, as an Identity Provider
towards the internal Service Providers (e.g. Registry, Galaxy, etc). Through the IdP/SP proxy, users are
able to sign into OMTD services with the credentials provided by the IdP of their university or research
institute that participates in eduGAIN, as well as using social identity providers, or other selected (wellknown) external identity providers, such as Google, Facebook, LinkedIn, and ORCID. To achieve this, the
proxy supports different authentication and authorization standards, such as SAML 2.0, OpenID Connect
1.0 and OAuth 2.0. The proxy also provides a central Discovery Service (Where Are You From – WAYF)
for users to select their preferred IdP, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Selecting the authentication provider in the OMTD AAI page
User Registry: An identity management system that handles both the initial registration of users with
the OMTD infrastructure and the subsequent management of profile information through an intuitive
web UI (https://aai.openminted.eu/registry). Registration is triggered automatically every time a new
user attempts to sign in to any of the federated OMTD services or, explicitly, by visiting
https://aai.openminted.eu/signup. During the registration process, a user is assigned a personal OMTD
ID, which is a persistent, non-reassignable, non-targeted, opaque, and globally unique identifier that
allows services to consistently identify users when accessing the OMTD infrastructure. The generated
OMTD ID must be accompanied with a set of profile attributes, including the user’s name, email, and
affiliation information. The OMTD AAI SP Proxy attempts to retrieve these attributes from the user’s IdP;
if this is not possible (e.g. due to insufficient attribute release policies), users are requested to supply the
missing attribute values themselves during registration (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Signing up for a personal OMTD ID through OMTD AAI
The table below describes the information requested from the user’s IdP. At a bare minimum, the IdP is
always required to release a long-lasting identifier that uniquely identifies the user within the scope of
that IdP. The provided identifier is associated with the personal OMTD ID of the user upon initial
registration. The requested information is communicated to the OMTD SP proxy in the form of either
SAML attributes 16 or OpenID Connect claims 17 , depending on the protocol supported by the
authenticating IdP. Note that the requested set of attributes complies with the REFEDS Research and
Scholarship (R&S18) attribute bundle, which allows for effective use of services and represents a privacy
baseline such that further minimisation achieves no particular benefit.

16

eduPerson attribute definitions: http://software.internet2.edu/eduperson/internet2-mace-dir-eduperson-201602.html#AttributeDefinitions

17

OpenID Connect standard claims: http://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#StandardClaims

18

REFEDS Research and Scholarship Entity Category: https://refeds.org/category/research-and-scholarship
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Description
Unique long-lasting user identifier (at
least one of the following should be
released):
1. pseudonymous, non-reassignable
identifier
2. name-based identifier
3. pseudonymous identifier
Preferred name for display purposes,
for example to be used in a greeting or
a descriptive listing
First name
Surname
Email address
Role at Home Organisation

Required
always

1.
2.
3.

SAML attribute
eduPersonUniqueId
eduPersonPrincipalName
eduPersonTargetedID
or
SAML persistent identifier

1.
2.
3.

OpenID Connect claim
sub (public)
sub (public)
sub (pairwise)

displayName

Name

givenName
sn
mail
eduPersonScopedAffiliation

given_name
family_name
email
N/A

After initial registration, the User Registry allows users to view their profile information, as well as to link
additional institutional or social identities to their personal OMTD information. Linking enables a user to
access OMTD resources with the same OMTD ID, using any of the login credentials they have linked.
Figure 5 illustrates the profile information page of a registered user who has linked three different login
identifiers to their unique personal OMTD ID.
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Figure 5: Linking multiple login identifiers with personal OMTD ID

Furthermore, the User Registry enables managing additional information about registered users,
including their roles within the OMTD infrastructure. The roles are modeled as Collaborative
Organisational Units (COUs19). Any role information associated with a user is made available to services
upon authentication in the form of entitlements. In the case of SAML 2.0, entitlements are expressed as
eduPersonEntitlement attribute values, whereas in OpenID Connect via the edu_person_entitlements
claim. Services are then responsible for controlling access to resources and assigning authorisation
privileges based on the received role information. The identified roles/COUs are illustrated in Figure 6.

19
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Figure 6: Hierarchy of authorisation roles in OMTD AAI

Users can request additional roles through the User Registry portal (see Figure 7). Requests need to be
reviewed by a User Registry administrator before being accepted. Note that roles can also be managed
through the provided REST API20.

20
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Figure 7: Requesting additional authorisation roles through OMTD AAI
Finally, it should be highlighted that users are required to give explicit consent before releasing personal
information to OMTD services, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Obtaining user consent for releasing personal information through OMTD AAI
Once the above registration procedure is completed, the user is redirected to the original page from
where the registration was initiated, in order to login with the newly enrolled authentication credentials.
The above schema works under the assumption that the user’s hosting institute IdP releases all the
mandatory attributes required by the Proxy. If this is not the case (i.e. the long-lasting unique identifier
for the user is not released) the registration procedure will not be completed and the user will be notified
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by the system, providing her/him with the reason of failure (the missing attribute(s)). Unfortunately, in
this case not many things can be done from the point of view of OpenMinTeD services. This is a policy
issue of the specific institutes's IdP. The user is encouraged to get in touch with the local IdP
administrator requesting to release the required attribute(s) to the OMTD SP Proxy. Alternatively, the
user is encouraged to try and register using one of the alternative IdPs; another affiliated institution or
using a supported social account.
2.8

Accounting and monitoring

2.8.1 Introduction
The term “monitoring” refers to the process of keeping records of consumption of resources needed to
execute OMTD components, the aggregation of these records to meaningful formats (e.g., graphs,
summaries) and the exposition through UIs and APIs.
The term “accounting” refers to the consumption of the information provided by the monitoring
mechanisms in order to charge users with the amount or volume of resources they consumed and
enforce quota or other access policies.
Monitoring and Accounting of the OMTD Infrastructure are designed and implemented together, so that
the accounting mechanism can take advantage of the monitoring mechanism.
The purpose of monitoring is to provide system administrators with an overview of the system
performance and needs, so that they can perform required operations i.e. scaling up or down hosts and
disk volumes, rebooting stale nodes, spotting runtime errors. Furthermore, monitoring feeds
information on resource consumption to the accounting mechanism. This information is grouped per
OMTD component instance, so that it is easy to aggregate the resource consumption of every OMTD
workflow run.
The monitoring mechanism is not aware of the OMTD users who run or maintain an OMTD component
or workflow. This is due to a key design decision regarding cloud infrastructure: to deploy the stack in
one single cloud account, which means that cloud accounts will not directly correspond to end user
accounts. The benefit of this approach is that it reduces deployment and maintenance complexity
without loss of performance or availability. The quota mechanism is handled and enforced by the
Registry layer (that precedes the infrastructure layer). The last piece of the puzzle is the resource
consumption, which is provided by the monitoring mechanism through an API (see section 2.8.4).
2.8.2 Monitoring
A monitoring system for the OMTD infrastructure has been designed and tested, comprising of three
tools:
- Cadvisor (https://github.com/google/cadvisor) is designed to monitor containers (e.g., docker
containers). It is able to collect resource consumption data as well as container metadata (e.g., docker
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labels). The collected data can be aggregated locally, or pushed to a different service for aggregation on
a larger scale.
- Prometheus (https://prometheus.io/) can collect data from various sources (e.g., cluster nodes running
a node exporter service, Cadvisor in our case), store them as time series and aggregate them in
meaningful ways. It also provides a query language to extract aggregated data through an HTTP API.
- Grafana (https://grafana.com) is an analytics and monitoring tool with professional level graphics and
presentation capabilities. It can be used as a full solution or just for visualizing data analysed by other
tools.
In the context of OMTD these tools are customized as follows:
Cadvisor analyzes resource usage on a host. It runs permanently on each Mesos-slave as a docker
container and is configured to record every other docker container that runs on this host. We have
limited Cadvisor to only watch docker containers, since all the OMTD components are packaged as
docker images.
Prometheus aggregates the information collected by each Cadvisor instance through polling each node.
It is configured to group resource consumption by docker container, which is equivalent to group them
by OMTD component execution.
Grafana provides a visualization of these metrics. These visualizations are used by the OMTD platform
managers and administrators. It can also trigger alerts for the administrators such as resource
consumption reaching certain limits.
The following figures illustrate the CPU usage of a specific host and the CPU usage of all hosts:

Figure 9: Prometheus CPU usage statistics
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Figure 10: Prometheus aggregate CPU usage statistics
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2.8.3 Accounting
When a workflow execution is completed, the accounting service is notified about the IDs of the jobs
that comprise this execution. Each job corresponds to the execution of a component in the workflow,
the respective job ID is generated by the Workflow Engine (Galaxy) and it “survives” on the name of the
corresponding Docker container. For example, assume a workflow W with components t1, t2, and t3,
which is executed through Galaxy. Galaxy assigns the ids 101, 102 and 103 for the execution of each
component. Galaxy job runner makes sure to name each job as j101, j102 and j103 respectively, before
they are submitted to the cluster for execution. Docker container jobs are labelled as
”container_label_galaxy_jobid:
101”,
”container_label_galaxy_jobid:
102”,
and
”container_label_galaxy_jobid: 103” respectively, so that the labels “101”, “102” and “103” will appear
in Prometheus and Grafana as ”container_label_galaxy_jobid” values. An accounting mechanism can
now query Prometheus for resource consumption aggregated over a value of
”container_label_galaxy_jobid” or a range of these values (i.e. the ids a workflow consists of).
When a workflow execution is finished, the accounting mechanism must collect the corresponding
resource consumption information and update the users records, thus being able to enforce policies
later. At this stage, we are interested for CPU usage in seconds, file system usage in bytes, and the OMTD
stack is able to provide these metrics.
In order to preserve the job id of each TDM component execution, the Galaxy job runner (developed by
GRNET) attaches the following labels on each task: container_label_galaxy_jobid,
container_label_galaxy_userid, container_label_galaxy_toolid. In order for the overlying accounting
mechanism to calculate resource consumption, the first metric suffices.
2.8.4 Retrieving consumption data
Prometheus provides an HTTP API as well as an expressive query language21 . We provide an example to
demonstrate how to get CPU and disk consumption information for a tool execution with id 101:
container_cpu_usage_seconds_total{container_label_galaxy_joibid=”101”}

or with the HTTP API22:
Request:
GET https://monitor.omtd/api/v1/match[]?container_cpu_usage_seconds_total{container_label_galaxy_jobid=”101”}

Result:
{

21

https://prometheus.io/docs/querying/basics/

22

https://prometheus.io/docs/querying/api/
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“status”: “success”,
“data”: {
"resultType" : "vector",
"result" : [
{
"metric" : {
"__name__" : "cpu",
"container_label_galaxy_joibid " : "101",
"instance" : "monitor.omtd"
},
"value": [ 12341145.781, "1" ]
}
]
}
}

The Prometheus Query Language (PromQL) allows regular expressions as label values with the usage of
“~=” operator. This feature, in conjunction with aggregation methods like “sum”, allows to request
Prometheus to calculate aggregated resource consumption over a number of jobs (e.g., all the jobs in a
workflow). For instance, to get the total CPU consumption for a workflow which consists of jobs with ids
101, 103 and 104:
sum(container_cpu_usage_seconds_total{container_label_galaxy_jobid~=”(101|103|104)”})

In the context of OMTD it suffices for all queries to be filtered either by
container_label_galaxy_jobid=<job ID>

(in case of resource consumption for a specific job) or by
container_label_galaxy_jobid~=”(<job ID>|<job ID>|<job ID>)”

(resource consumption of a workflow). This is due to the fact that the workflow API layer, which ignites
the workflow execution, is aware of the IDs of the jobs this workflow consists of.
Using the aforementioned mechanisms, the following queries yield the results needed to construct an
accounting service in order to update kept records:
container_cpu_usage_seconds_total
container_fs_usage_bytes
container_network_usage_bytes
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The Registry service will know in advance which OMTD user is running which jobs. The “userid” provided
by the jobrunner as a label, refers to the Galaxy user and has no use in the context of OMTD. Similarly,
the “toolid” label refers to the respective OMTD component, as seen by Galaxy. Although this
information is meaningful, the first version of the accounting mechanism is probably not going to use it.
The following figures illustrate the Grafana Dashboard statistics:

Figure 11: Grafana Dashboard aggregate statistics
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Figure 12: Grafana Dashboard statistics of a worker VM
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3. ANNEX 1: Setup Galaxy, Chronos, Mesos stack on
~okeanos
3.1

Introduction

The OMTD Infrastructure stack described in this deliverable, is installed using a combination of Ansible
playbooks, scripting, ssh and manual configuration.
Requirements and computational resources:
- A host for Admin operations (e.g., an Ubuntu 16.04)
- A host for NFS with Ubuntu 16.04 and as much storage as possible
- A host for Galaxy with Ubuntu 16.04
- A host for Chronos and Mesos with Ubuntu 14.04
- As many hosts as needed for Docker container execution, with Debian Jessie (in this example we will
create 2 for demonstration purposes)
3.2

On the Admin host

We assume the Admin host is an Ubuntu host, although it can run on any well supported Unix-based OS.
This host will be used to perform the setup and management of the cluster, it is quite useful for the
administrator but it is not an integral part of the system.

Install ansible and kamaki as a sudo-enabled user:
$ sudo apt-get install python-software-properties
$ sudo add-apt-repository ppa:grnet/synnefo
$ sudo apt-add-repository ppa:ansible/ansible
$ sudo apt-get update
$ sudo apt-get install kamaki ansible

Get the ansible scripts from the OMTD repo:
$ git clone https://github.com/openminted/omtd-stack-setup.git

3.3

Provision VMs
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In the following, the IDs for ~okeanos flavors and images are for demonstration purposes. In a
production, real-life scenario, the administrator should note down the actual flavor and image ids they
need.
Flavors:
- 100: 4 cores, 4G RAM, 40G Disk
Images:
- ab34dd84-cc5e-4810-858f-200d75e1d797: Ubuntu Server 16.04
- cb7478bc-7105-4e8f-914e-651d94d8a74b: Ubuntu Server 14.04
- 56142bcd-7b22-43ba-9717-2e905fb7cb76: Debian Base Jessie
The project id corresponds to resources provided by GRNET for the OpenMinTeD project. The keys are
stored in the file /home/user/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.for.vms of the Admin VM and they are SSH-RSA
public keys. We can append all the keys of the people we want to have access to these Vms in this file,
before we create the cluster.
We will also create a disk volume of 200G to attach to the NFS VM.
We can create the cluster with the kamaki Synnefo client:
$ kamaki server create --name "OMTD NFS" \
--flavor-id 147 --image-id ab34dd84-cc5e-4810-858f-200d75e1d797 \
-p /home/user/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.for.vms,/root/.ssh/authorized_keys,root,root,0600 \
--project-id 5b595955-44f2-4261-a66b-de9d4c8303e2 -w
$ kamaki server create

--name "OMTD Galaxy" \

--flavor-id 100 --image-id ab34dd84-cc5e-4810-858f-200d75e1d797 \
-p /home/user/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.for.vms,/root/.ssh/authorized_keys,root,root,0600 \
--project-id 5b595955-44f2-4261-a66b-de9d4c8303e2
$ kamaki server create

--name "OMTD Mesos" \

--flavor-id 146 --image-id cb7478bc-7105-4e8f-914e-651d94d8a74b \
-p /home/user/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.for.vms,/root/.ssh/authorized_keys,root,root,0600 \
--project-id 5b595955-44f2-4261-a66b-de9d4c8303e2
$ kamaki server create --cluster-size 2 --name "OMTD Node" \
--flavor-id 145 \
--image-id cb7478bc-7105-4e8f-914e-651d94d8a74b \
-p /home/user/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.for.vms,/root/.ssh/authorized_keys,root,root,0600 \
--project-id
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At this point, we should have created 5 new VMs:
$ kamaki server list
100 OMTD NFS
101 OMTD Galaxy
102 OMTD Mesos
103 OMTD Node 1
104 OMTD Node 2

We will now attach some extra disk space on the NFS host
$ kamaki volume create --size 200 --name NFS1 --server-id 1 \
--project-id 5b595955-44f2-4261-a66b-de9d4c8303e2

We need the IPv4 of each of the fresh hosts we just created. We can get them from the UI or with kamaki:
# Repeat this for each VM,
$ kamaki server info 101 --nics|grep ipv4
ipv4: 83.212.99.0
ipv4:
$ kamaki server info 102 --nics|grep ipv4
ipv4: 83.212.105.112
ipv4:

# and so on, and so forth

For convenience, we can add these IPs in the /etc/hosts of the Admin machine e.g.:
# Cluster
83.212.98.254

nfs.omtd

83.212.99.0

galaxy.omtd

83.212.105.112

mesos.omtd

83.212.105.117

node1.omtd

83.212.105.116

node2.omtd
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We should make sure all VMs are accessible with SSH from the Admin machine, before we run any
ansible scripts. It is enough to run a simple command with ssh:
$ ssh root@nfs.omtd
$ ssh root@galaxy.omtd
$ ssh root@mesos.omtd
# and so on, and so forth

Last but not least, we must format and mount the 200GB volume to the NFS host.
$ ssh root@nfs.omtd
$ fdisk -l
$ fdisk /dev/vdb
<type:>

n

<type:>

p

<type:>

w

$ mke2fs -t ext4 /dev/vdb

# note down Filesystem UUID: f090a4e2-ab78-49a6-9be3-8c07161c4f0b
$ mkdir -p /volumes/nfs1
$ echo "UUID=f090a4e2-ab78-49a6-9be3-8c07161c4f0b /volumes/nfs1 ext4
errors=remount-ro 0 1" >> /etc/fstab

3.4

Setup Cluster with Ansible

$ cd galaxy-ansible-scripts

In the “hosts” file:
[nfs_server]
83.212.98.254

[nfs_clients]
#galaxy.omtd
83.212.99.0
#node1.omtd
83.212.105.117
#node2.omtd
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83.212.105.116

[mesos_masters]
83.212.105.115

[mesos_slaves]
#node1.omtd
83.212.105.117
#node2.omtd
83.212.105.116

[chronos]
83.212.105.115
[galaxy]
83.212.99.0

Further configurations can be applied in the groups_vars directory i.e. the files “galaxy” and “all”, but in
the current example we are going to use the default setup.
We are now ready to run the galaxy playbook:
$ ansible-galaxy install -r requirements.yaml
$ ansible-playbook -i hosts site.yaml

After the ansible script has successfully completed its execution, all the software we need is installed on
the respective machine on the cluster. In order to make the cluster ready, we need to perform a few
extra configurations on each host separately.
3.5

Setup Mesos

From the Admin machine:
$ ssh root@mesos.omtd

Mesos will communicate with TLS certificates to ensure security. In the example, we have obtained a
PPK pair using the free “Lets Encrypt” certificate provider. Now that we have the keys in
“/etc/letsencrypt/live/mesos.omtd/”, we need to setup Mesos to use them.
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In /etc/defaut/mesos:
LIBPROCESS_SSL_ENABLED=true
LIBPROCESS_SSL_CERT_FILE=/etc/letsencrypt/live/<hostname>/fullchain.pem
LIBPROCESS_SSL_KEY_FILE=/etc/letsencrypt/live/<hostname>/privkey.pem
LIBPROCESS_SSL_CA_DIR=/etc/ssl/certs/
LIBPROCESS_SSL_VERIFY_DEPTH=1
LIBPROCESS_SSL_VERIFY_CERT=true

Configure the port to be 443 in “/etc/default/mesos-master”.

Now, enable authentication:
$ echo true > /etc/mesos-master/authenticate
$ echo true > /etc/mesos-master/authenticate_agents

Create credentials for the nodes and chronos, store them in “/etc/mesos-master/store/credentials”:
{
"credentials": [
{
"principal": "node1.omtd",
"secret": "Secret for Node 1"
},
{
"principal": "node2.omtd",
"secret": "Secret for Node 2"
},
{
"principal": "chronos.omtd",
"secret": "Secret for Chronos",
}
]
}
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Make Mesos aware of these credentials:
$ echo /etc/mesos-master/store/credentials > /etc/mesos-master/credentials

Create the file "/etc/mesos-master/store/auth_rules” to authorize Chronos:
{
"register_frameworks": [
{
"principals": {
"values": [“chronos.omtd"]
},
"roles": {
"values": ["*"]
}
}
]
}

Now, inform Mesos about this file:
$ echo /etc/mesos-master/store/auth_rules > /etc/mesos-master/acls

3.6

Setup Chronos

Set the credentials to allow
“/etc/chronos/store/credentials”

Chronos

authenticate

against

Mesos,

in

the

file

{
"principal": "chronos.omtd",
"secret": "Secret for Chronos"
}

Now, make Chronos aware of the secret:
$ echo -n chronos.omtd > /etc/chronos/conf/mesos_authentication_principal
$ echo -n /etc/chronos/store/credentials > \
/etc/chronos/conf/mesos_authentication_secret_file
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Chronos also acts as a Mesos slave, so the configurations in the following section apply to the host with
Chronos as well.

3.7

Setup Mesos slaves

All these operations must be performed on each of the cluster nodes as well as the host with Chronos.
We demonstrate the operations on only one node i.e. node1.omtd
From the Admin machine:
$ ssh root@node1.omtd

Make the node a Mesos slave by storing credentials in “/etc/mesos-slave/store/credentials”:
{
"principal": "node1.omtd",
"secret": "A good secret"
}

Make the node aware:
$ echo /etc/mesos-slave/store/credentials > /etc/mesos-slave/credential

3.8

Galaxy

From the Admin machine:
$ ssh root@galaxy.omtd

Install postgres:
apt -y install postgresql postgresql-contrib
sudo -u postgres createuser galaxy
sudo -u postgres createdb galaxy
sudo -u postgres psql -c "ALTER USER galaxy WITH ENCRYPTED PASSWORD 'galaxypass';"

Galaxy is installed at “/srv/galaxy”. Configuration files are at “/srv/galaxy/config”
Modify or add the following:
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/srv/galaxy/config/galaxy.ini:
debug=False
use_interactive=False
database_connection=postgresql://galaxy:galaxypass@localhost/galaxy
log_level=INFO
log_events=True
log_actions=True

/srv/galaxy/config/job_conf.xml:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!-- A sample job config that explicitly configures job running the way it is
configured by default (if there is no explicit config). -->
<job_conf>
<plugins>
<plugin id="chronos" type="runner"
load="galaxy.jobs.runners.chronos:ChronosJobRunner" workers="4">
<param id="chronos">some_ip:8080</param>
<param id="owner">galaxy-omtd@grnet.gr</param>
</plugin>
<plugin id="local" type="runner"
load="galaxy.jobs.runners.local:LocalJobRunner" workers="4"/>
</plugins>
<handlers>
<handler id="main"/>
</handlers>
<destinations default="local_dest">
<destination id="chronos_dest" runner="chronos">
<param id="docker_enabled">true</param>
<!-- Directory which hosts working directories of Galaxy. -->
<param id="volumes">/srv/galaxy/database</param>
<param id="docker_memory">512</param>
<param id="docker_cpu">2</param>
<param id="max_retries">1</param>
</destination>
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<destination id="local_dest" runner="local">
<param id="docker_enabled">true</param>
<param id="docker_sudo">false</param>
</destination>
</destinations>
</job_conf>

NOTE: Replace “some_ip” with the IP of the VM running Chronos NOTE: The email address galaxyomtd@grnet.gr is just an indicator to help Chronos group jobs
We will run Galaxy behind an Apache2 proxy with TLS. Ansible took care
of the basix Apache2 installation, but we need to install some
certificates.
In this example, we assume that we got a PPK pair from the free “Lets
Encrypt” certificate authority and we use the certbot client:
$ certbot --apache
$ certbot renew

pick "vhosts.conf" and "HTTPS only" when asked
$ vim /etc/apache2/sites-enabled/vhosts-le-ssl.conf

# Make sure to put the following in the file
<VirtualHost *:443>
...
<Directory />
Require all granted
</Directory>
...
</VirtualHost>
$ sudo service apache restart
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3.9

Start the cluster

The last step is to restart all nodes and run Galaxy. If everything went as expected, you will be able to
submit jobs to Chronos and watch them running on the cluster nodes. From the Admin machine:
$ ssh root@mesos.omtd reboot -y
$ ssh root@node1.omtd reboot -y
$ ssh root@node2.omtd reboot -y

When all nodes are up and running:
$ ssh root@galaxy.omtd /srv/galaxy/run.sh --daemon --monitor-restart
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